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Free growth and instability morphologies in directional melting of alloys

D. Benielli, N. Bergeon,* H. Jamgotchian, B. Billia, and Ph. Voge
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et Techniques de Saint-Je´rôme, Case 151, 13397 Marseille Cedex 20, France
~Received 18 January 2002; published 20 May 2002!

The dynamics of melting morphologies, namely, liquid droplets in the bulk solid and liquid dendrites due to
morphological instability of the phase boundary, is observedin situ and in real time during directional melting
of transparent succinonitrile-acetone alloys in a cylinder. Specific patterns are associated to grain boundaries.
A model based on free growth but with time-dependent superheating is proposed for the lateral growth of the
liquid inclusions. Contrary to what is largely believed, it is shown that free melting is not the mere reversal of
free crystal growth, basically because solute diffusion is much lower in the solid, which imposes a boundary
layer approach.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is a general observation in nature that, far from therm
dynamic equilibrium, homogeneous systems are unstable
undergo the self-formation of structures@1#. Beside convec-
tion patterns in fluids, crystal growth morphologies have
tracted increasing experimental and theoretical endea
@2,3#, motivated by both fundamental understanding of no
linear physics and application in casting of structural ma
rials. Comparatively, although the mastery of melting h
become a critical issue for the tailoring of advanced mat
als, such as metallic superalloys@4# and the growth of large
dislocation-free silicon crystals for electronics@5#, melting
morphologies until now have been rarely addressed@6–11#,
probably because no usable material is directly produc
Consequently, the knowledge of the basic physics still
mains very incomplete, and in particular, demands to be s
stantiated by experiments. A further and direct motivation
the present work is the recent observation that the mel
and thermal stabilization stages preparatory to directional
lidification greatly effect the initial state on which growth
started@12#.

Our aim is thus the deepening of the understanding of
dynamics of melting morphologies, namely, liquid drople
in the bulk solid and liquid dendrites due to morphologic
instability of the liquid-solid interface, on the basis ofin situ
and real-time observation carried out during directional m
ing of transparent succinonitrile-acetone alloys in a cylind
By imposing a direction to the phase transformation, dir
tional melting enables the precise study of fundamental
pects under well controlled conditions. The parallel with
rectional solidification is obvious. First, the alloy is molte
by pulling the crucible through a thermal gradientG, and the
control parameters of an experiment areG, pulling velocity
VP and initial solute concentrationC0. Second, for givenC0
and G, the planar liquid-solid interface can be destabiliz
by increasingVP beyond a critical value, thus giving rise t
cellular microstructures@8,9#. Yet, there is a major differ-
ence: since it is linked to solute diffusion in the solid, co
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stitutional superheating can easily build up and is large in
solid well before morphological instability that is dominate
by solute diffusion in the liquid@7,9,11#, which is contrary to
solidification where constitutional supercooling in the m
also depends on solute diffusion in the liquid@13#. The most
striking outcome is the nucleation and visible growth of li
uid droplets in the superheated solid, which is quantitativ
analyzed in the following.

The experimental setup is described in detail in Ref.@14#
so that only specific features of interest for present purpo
are briefly presented. The fully solid succinonitrile-aceto
alloy (C050.08 and 0.2 wt %! of 15 cm in length is con-
tained in a cylindrical glass crucible~inner diameterF
510 mm), with a flat pyrex window at the bottom an
closed by an immersed lens at the top. The applied temp
ture gradient G530 K/cm and directional melting is
achieved by translating the sample upwards at velocityVP
~5 20 and 30 mm/s!. Bright-field images are obtained b
direct observation from the top using the light transmitt
through the entire sample length. Basically, droplets show
with the contour of the largest horizontal cross section~see
Fig. 5!, and the microstructure induced at the liquid-so
interface by morphological instability appears mos
through contrasts associated to the cap regions~see Fig. 2!. It
should be stressed that directional melting is achieved o
solid alloy obtained by upward directional solidification wi
a solid-liquid interface that can be made either smooth
cellular. In the former case no microsegregation of aceton
embedded in the solid whereas, in the latter case, the su
quent melting takes place from the end of the microsegre
tion left by the microstructure created in the solidificatio
process, which is not really desirable as the interpretation
the melting morphologies is then rendered more complex
practice, the observed phenomena fall into two catego
that will be treated consecutively: melting morphologies
sulting from the instability of the liquid-solid interface an
liquid droplets in the superheated solid, that is sometim
referred to as premelting phenomenon@6#.

II. MELTING MORPHOLOGIES AT THE SOLID-LIQUID
INTERFACE

The advancement of the analysis of the morphologi
stability of a planar liquid-solid interface in directional mel
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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ing of a binary alloy@7,11# parallels that for directional so
lidification @14,15#. By solving the equation of solute, diffu
sion in the solid and solute balance at the interface du
steady state melting, the concentration profile in the solid
be determined, and the thermodynamic stability of the so
phase can be analyzed by superposing it on the phase
gram ~Fig. 1!. It follows that a region of constitutional su
perheating is present ahead of the melting interface when
melting velocityV is greater than a critical valueVCS,

V.VCS5kDSG/@mCO~k21!#, ~1!

with k the solute segregation coefficient,m the liquidus
slope, andDS the solute diffusion coefficient in the solid. B
analogy with solidification, it might seem reasonable to s
pose that the planar melting front is then morphologica
unstable.

Yet, it is long known from experiments that constitution
superheating can exist without implying morphological
stability @6,8#, which invalidates the constitutional superhe
ing criterion. The explanation came from the linear stabil
analysis@7,9,11# that pointed out that solute diffusion in th
liquid phase has a drastic stabilizing effect. Indeed, the
terion for morphological instability in directional meltin
now reads@11#

V.VMI5~kDS1DL!G/@mCO~k21!#, ~2!

with DL the solute diffusion coefficient in the liquid, whic
is much larger thanDS . For most alloy systems,kDS /DL
!1, so that solute diffusion in the solid can be neglected
criterion ~2!, that reduces to

V.VMI5DLG/@mCO~k21!#. ~3!

Different structures resulting from morphological instab
ity of the melting front have been observed in our expe
ments, which actually depend on local experimental con
tions rather than on the global criterion~3!. Indeed, there is
always significant buoyancy-driven fluid flow in the prep

FIG. 1. Solute profile in the solid during steady-state directio
melting superposed to the equilibrium phase diagram. In this fig
the experimental control parameters lead to the formation of a c
stitutionally superheated~SH! zone ~gray area!, whose length is
denoted byLSH , characterized by an actual temperature higher t
the equilibrium temperature. In this region, coexistence of solid
liquid is possible. G: thermal gradient.
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ratory directional solidification step@12,13#, which, in par-
ticular, results in acetone macrosegregretion along
growth direction and at the solid-liquid interface. Therefo
although the local concentrationCloc in the solid at the in-
terface is not accessible in experiment, it is condition~3!
with Cloc instead ofCO , which is quantitatively meaningful
Accordingly, it is the type of microstructure that is observ
that in practice provides a qualitative measure of the lo
degree of instability.

For instance, for melting experiments atVP530 mm/s
and G530 K/cm on the succinonitrile-acetone~0.2 wt %!

FIG. 2. ~a!,~b! Arrays of melting dendrites in a grain.~c! Less
prominent dendrites inside grains, 12 mm below Fig. 2~a!. ~d! Melt-
ing morphologies confined to grain~sub-!boundaries, 37 mm below
Fig. 2~a!. Direct observation,C050.2 wt % acetone,G530 K/cm,
VP530 mm/s, melting after solidification at 0.4mm/s.
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FIG. 3. Close-up observation
of melting morphologies localized
at grain boundaries and liquid
droplets in the superheated regio
of grains. Direct observation,C0

50.08 wt % acetone, G520
K/cm, VP530 mm/s, melting after
solidification at 0.4mm/s.
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sample after solidification at slow rate (0.4mm/s), arrays of
melting dendrites first form in the grains~Fig. 2!, which
means that the local solute concentration is much higher
that corresponding to the critical velocityVMI5VP in Eq.
~3!, namely, Cloc50.05 wt % with k50.1, m522.8
K/wt %, andDL51.331025 cm2/s. Symmetric to solidifica-
tion cells and dendrites that are directed towards the liqui
solidification, the tips of the liquid dendrites are penetrat
into the solid while the bodies are separated from one
other by a layer of smooth interface, in the same way as
eutectic layer that commonly terminates the liquid grooves
between solidification dendrites. Their orientation with r
spect to the liquid-solid interface is determined by the anis
ropy of solid succinonitrile that favors growth in1̂00& direc-
tion, and the orientation of the grains they occupy.
sidebranches are visible on 3 or 4 fins, these dendrites
definitely three dimensional~3D!. Farther on in directiona
melting, the dendrites become less pronounced while
proportion of smooth interface increases, and finally th
disappear from the interior of the grains whenCloc is too
low, as exemplified in Figs. 2~c! and 2~d!, respectively, taken
12 and 32 mm below Fig. 2~a!. It follows from such an
evolution that the longitudinal acetone macrosegregation
by solidification is closer to the complete-mixing limit wit
characteristic Scheil profile in the solid,CS5kCO(1
2 f S)k21 with f S the solid fraction, than to the limit of dif-
fusive transport in the melt, for which there would be a p
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teau atCO and thus continuation of the melting pattern.
For experiments atVP530 mm/s andG520 K/cm per-

formed withC050.08 wt % acetone after slow solidificatio
at 0.4mm/s, for which the degree of instability is compar
tively weaker, melting morphologies are most of the tim
confined to grain boundaries and sub-boundaries~Fig. 3! as
in Fig. 2~d!, which confirms that defects in the solid local
enhance melting@18#. Even when they are hardly visible b
themselves, sub-boundaries are made apparent by the a
ment of structures that eventually decorate them. Inde
melting at grain boundaries in general breaks out into cha
of liquid ‘‘pockets’’ that follow the motion imposed by di-
rectional melting@Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!#. On inclined grain
boundaries, we otherwise observe 2D patterns@Fig. 3~c!# that
are very much alike the seaweed and dendritic structures
form in the solidification of thin samples@19#. Figure 4 sche-
matically explains the lateral propagation of such 2D ins
bilities seen in the top view of the interface at two success
times. As we previously noticed in directional solidificatio
of succinonitrile-acetone alloys@20#, grain boundaries act a
finite preexisting perturbations but, at that time, it is t
triple-junction line that is at the forefront of the process
phase change, which suggests that the origin of the 2D c
acter of the patterns can be attributed to the morpholog
instability of that leading line whose melting point is pr
sumably lowered due to higher local solute concentration

When the preparatory solidification is realized at a pulli
rate high enough to get morphological instability at the sol
-
o
r-
-
-

FIG. 4. Schematic representa
tion of the images obtained at tw
successive times by direct obse
vation from the top of a dendrite
like morphology attached to an in
clined grain boundary.
4-3
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BENIELLI, BERGEON, JAMGOTCHIAN, BILLIA, AND VOGE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051604
liquid interface, e.g., 2mm/s instead of 0.4mm/s for the
same 0.08 wt % acetone sample, the melting morphol
evolves when going from the center to the crucible bor
~Fig. 5!. This is because convection due to radial therm
gradient induces solute accumulation at the center of the
terface and focus-type localization of the cellular microstr
tures @see Fig. 2~b! in Ref. @17##. Then, in the central par
~bottom of Fig. 5! the melting pattern follows the aceton
microsegregation left by the array of solidification cells an
in the external region where the solidification front w
smooth, numerous liquid droplets are observed in the su
heated solid.

III. DROPLETS IN THE SUPERHEATED SOLID

As previously mentioned, the onset of morphological
stability of the planar melting front is situated far above th
of constitutional superheating of the solid. However, in t
interval the possibility of nucleation and growth of the liqu
phase in the superheated region should be considered
instance, Woodruff and Forty@6# and Verhoeven and Gibso
@8# report interesting phenomena of local melting in the so
ahead of the interface, observed in thin films of sodiu
potassium solutions and in bulk Sn-Bi and Sn-Sb alloys,
spectively.

FIG. 5. Evolution of the melting morphology from the center
the crucible border in the case of preparatory solidification w
central cellular pattern. Direct observation,C050.08 wt % acetone,
G520 K/cm,VP530 mm/s, melting after solidification at 2mm/s.
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The lengthLSH of the superheated solid is determined
the intersection between the actual temperature and equ
rium temperature profiles~Fig. 1!. In steady-state directiona
melting, the solutal lengthl S5DS /VP is usually very short
due to low solute diffusion in the solid. It follows that th
intersection definingLSH is located at the equilibrium tem
peratureTeq(C0) given by the solidus of the phase diagram
on the plateau corresponding to homogeneous solid at
centrationCO . Under these conditions,LSH is given by

LSH5mCO~k21!/~Gk!, ~4!

which does not depend on the pulling rateVP but only on
thermal gradient and solute concentration.

As no precise value of the diffusion coefficient of aceto
in solid succinonitrile is available, we follow Kirkaldyet al.
@21# and consider reasonable to takeDL /DS;100. Then,l S
varies from 0.9 to 0.3mm for pulling rates between 10 an
30 mm/s, which is much smaller than the values given
Eq. ~4! for LSH , namely,LSH51.0 mm forC050.08 wt %
and G520 K/cm andLSH51.7 mm for C050.2 wt% and
G530 K/cm, which validates the aforementioned appro
mation.

A. Observation

Owing to the large depth of focus of our setup in brigh
field observation in the growth direction, the droplets nuc
ated in the core of the solid ahead the melting interface h
been observedin situ and their growth analyzed until thei
disappearance when they coalesce with the bulk liquid.

Figure 6 illustrates the observation of a droplet at differe
stages of its evolution. Figure 6~a! corresponds to its firs
observation, when the droplet size has reached the minim
visible size. It is worth noting that it is not exactly the nucl
ation time. The droplet increases in size with time@Fig.
6~b!#, and finally emerges at the interface where it vanish
into the bulk liquid@Fig. 6~c!#. Actually, the droplet grows in
an environment that is continuously changing under the jo
action of directional pulling atVP , which translates the tem
perature profile and melting interface downwards togeth
and temperature gradient zone melting~TGZM! @22# that
provides an additional speed to the droplet migration towa
the interface.

The TGZM process is schematically described in Fig.
In a droplet subjected to a temperature gradient, a concen
tion gradient exists in the liquid between the bottom (T2 ,C2)
and the top (T1 ,C1) that drives solute diffusion from cold to
hot. An increase of the solute concentration at the top, fr
C1 to C18 , and a decrease at the bottom, fromC2 to C28 ,
simultaneously result. As the actual temperature profile in
droplet, which is imposed by the external thermal gradie
does not change, the representative point of the top (T1 ,C18)
is on the phase diagram shifted to the right into the liqu
that results in melting at the droplet hot end. Symmetrica
the shift of the representative point of the bottom (T2,C28)
into the solid induces solidification at the droplet cold en
Globally, the effect of TGZM is thus the migration of th
4-4
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FREE GROWTH AND INSTABILITY MORPHOLOGIES IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051604
droplet up the temperature gradient, at a rateVmig that was
estimated by Tiller@23#

Vmig52GLDL /@mCL~k21!#, ~5!

with GL and CL the thermal gradient and average solu
concentration in the liquid droplet.

The number of droplets varies with experimental para
eters. As already noticed by Verhoeven and Gibson@8#, it
increases with pulling rate. The lifetimet of a droplet, de-

FIG. 6. Different stages of a droplet growth.~a! Just visible a
little after the nucleation,~b! growth, 5 s later than~a!, ~c! emer-
gence at the front of directional melting, 10 s later than~a!. Direct
observation,C050.08 wt % acetone,G520 K/cm, VP530 mm/s,
melting after solidification at 0.4mm/s.
05160
-

fined as the duration from the moment it becomes visible
its disappearance at the interface, can be used to get an
mate of its nucleation depthZi by using the global rate o
droplet motion with respect to the melting interfaceVd
5VP2Vmig . As the migration rate depends onCL that is
changing all along the droplet motion, the rateVd is a func-
tion of Z so that the lifetimet is related toZi by

t5E
0

Zi
dZ/Vd~Z! ~6!

with

Vd~z!2VP5
GDL

m~k21!CL
~7!

5
GDL

m~k21!~CO1GZ/umu!
. ~8!

The calculated lifetime as function of the nondimension
nucleation depthf 5Zi /LSH for the considered concentra
tions of 0.08 and 0.2 wt % acetone is drawn in full a
dashed lines in Fig. 8~a!. For each acetone concentration, t
lifetime t has been measured for a large number of dropl
and also a value of the depthf associated tot is measured by
using the curves in Fig. 8~a!. It is worth noting that a mea-
sure does not exactly correspond to the real lifetime a
begins when the droplet is visible and not when it nuclea
The resulting distributions of the droplet fraction~number of
droplets nucleated in an interval of depthf divided by the
total number of counted droplets! are given in Fig. 8~b! in
white (CO50.2 wt %! and black (CO50.08 wt %! squares.
It results that the droplet nucleation commences atf ;0.6,
exhibits a peak atf ;0.4 and ceases atf ;0.2, which is char-
acteristic of heterogeneous nucleation starting at a crit
superheating, and increasing rapidly before declining due
the exhaustion of the nucleation sites@24# that are probably
tiny spots where acetone has accumulated. Furthermore
nondimensional superheating is given by 12 f 5(LSH
2Zi)/LSH , it stems from Fig. 8~b! that the critical superheat
ing for heterogeneous nucleation is at most of the order o
K, which is much less than the stability limit against hom
geneous nucleation for a superheated crystal@25# that is of
i-
e

t

FIG. 7. Sketch of the TGZM
process. The concentration grad
ent resulting from the temperatur
gradient induces solute diffusion
inside the droplet that in turn
causes melting at the droplet ho
end ~top! and solidification at the
cold end~bottom!.
4-5
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BENIELLI, BERGEON, JAMGOTCHIAN, BILLIA, AND VOGE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051604
the order of one-tenth of the melting temperature~530 K for
succinonitrile!. Considering that the first instants of dropl
existence are not taken into account, which in practice so
what shifts the distributions to lowerf in Fig. 8~b!, the
present results are consistent with the observations of Ve
even and Gibson@8# who found that the zone of liquid an
solid coexistence extends from the interface to a depf
ranging from 0.5 to 0.75.

It is of value to note that in a population of droplets, t

FIG. 8. ~a! Calculated lifetime~sec! as function of the nucle-
ation depthf for the two considered acetone concentrations, 0
and 0.2 wt % in full and dashed lines.~b! Histograms of experimen
tal lifetimes for C050.2 wt % ~full squares! and C050.08 wt %
~open squares!.
05160
e-

o-

development of bumps~Fig. 9! is observed on a significan
fraction of them, which might be tentatively attributed to th
morphological instability of the liquid-solid interface. Thi
point would yet deserve further clarification as, in particul
the droplets of largest cross section in general do not h
bumps.

B. Modeling of the lateral growth of droplets

Taking advantage ofin situ and real-time observation
growth of droplets has been studied through measurem
of the droplet diameter 2R as function of time. Examples o
such measurements are given in Fig. 10. Experimentally,
measured diameters correspond to the lateral growth of
largest horizontal cross section of the droplet which,
though its temperature increases with time as the fron
directional melting is approaching, is an isothermal pla
that henceforth will be taken as the reference planeZd . In-
deed, as heat diffuses much faster than solute, the the
effects induced by the phase change can be neglected an
temperature throughout the system is determined by the
plied thermal gradientG(.0), which corresponds to the
commonly used frozen temperature approximation of in
literature@26#,

T5TO2G~Z2ZO!1GVP~ t2tO!, ~9!

in a frame attached to the crucible, withTO the liquidus
temperature for solute concentrationCO andZO the vertical
position of the isothermTO at the timetO at which the drop-
let appears. The rate of the droplet interface in the horizo
plane of largest cross section is denotedVR5dR/dt.

The formation of liquid droplets in the solid is due to th
existence of a region of superheated solid where the coe
ence of liquid and solid is possible. Because of the relat
motion of the droplets towards the liquid-solid interface, d
to the conjugate action of directional melting and TGZM t
problem has only cylindrical symmetry, that is the first ma
contradistinction with classical free growth that posses
spherical symmetry@27,28#. Thus, we should consider th
growth dynamics of a liquid droplet with cylindrical symme
try surrounded by solid, located in this superheated zone
nucleation occurs at a distanceZi in the solid, at a tempera
ture given by Eq.~9!. Local equilibrium is assumed at th
interface during the whole growth so that the solid and liqu
concentrations at the droplet interface,CS(T) andCL(T), lie
respectively on the solidus and liquidus lines of the ph
diagram, withCS(T)5kCL(T).

In cylindrical coordinates attached to the droplet, with t
vertical z axis in the direction of directional melting atVp
and the origin (r 50,z50) at the center of the largest hor
zontal cross section of the droplet, the solute fields in
liquid droplet and in the solid around it,CL(r ,z) and
CS(r ,z), satisfy the following equation of diffusion

]Ci

]t
2Vmig

]Ci

]z
5DiS ]2Ci

]r 2
1

1

r

]Ci

]r
1

]2Ci

]z2 D ,

i 5L or S. ~10!

8

4-6
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FIG. 9. Development of
bumps probably showing the mor
phological instability of the
liquid-solid interface of the drop-
let. Direct observation,C050.08
wt % acetone,G520 K/cm, VP

520 mm/s, melting after solidifi-
cation at 0.4mm/s.
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In Eq. ~10!, the time derivative]Ci /]t not only contains
the concentration variation due to the fact that the evolut
~growth, shrinkage or a combination! of a droplet is by na-
ture time dependent. Heating by directional melting atGVP
and caused by the droplet migration atVmig up the tempera-
ture gradientG also contribute to]Ci /]t, as the solute fields
must satisfy the boundary conditions of local equilibrium
any point on the solid-liquid interfacef.

CLuf5CO1
G

m
@~ZO2Zd,O2z!1~VP2Vmig!~ t2tO!#,

~11!

CSuf5kCO1
G

n
@~ZO2Zd,O2z!1~VP2Vmig!~ t2tO!#,

~12!

with Zd,O the droplet vertical position attO andn the solidus
slope.
05160
n

t

The second major difference with classical free growth
the mere consequence of the TGZM process. Indeed
should be recognized that the evolution of the vertical
mensionH of the droplet is directly related to the differenc
of interface velocity between the melting hot end and soli
fying cold end, in a way similar to that described by Alle
and Hunt in their study of the migration of dendrite secon
ary arms in directional solidification@29#, whereas the driv-
ing force for free growth is the distance from thermodynam
equilibrium, given by the lever rule. As in direct observatio
from the top we have no access to the vertical dimens
this point will not be further pursued.

In order to model the growth of the largest cross sect
of the droplet that is what is observed as two-dimensio
~2D! growth, we adopt an approach inspired by that used
Brener to describe the growth of the cross section of thr
dimensional dendrites@30#. Indeed, when the derivative
with respect toz can be neglected for the solid, Eq.~10!
reduces to a 2D equation that describes the free growth o
isothermal cross section controlled by solute diffusion fro
FIG. 10. Typical examples of the radial growth of droplets, represented by the variation of the droplet diameter~mm! versus time~sec!.
Experimental curves~solid lines! are compared to theoretical modeling~dashed lines! for two different pulling rates.C050.08 wt % acetone,
G520 K/cm, melting after solidification at 0.4mm/s,d50.36mm.
4-7
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BENIELLI, BERGEON, JAMGOTCHIAN, BILLIA, AND VOGE PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 051604
the solid to the liquid through a diffusion boundary lay
~Fig. 11!. In other words, droplet growth in this limit is spl
into two independent components: one-dimensional gro
in z controlled by TGZM and free growth of the 2D cros
section atz50.

The last subtlety to notice is that, as the droplet moves
to higher temperature, the distance from thermodyna
equilibrium, measured by the dimensionless superheatinD
5@CO2CS(T)#/@CL(T)2CS(T)#, increases continuousl
from about zero at nucleation to unity when the liquid-so
interface is met andCO becomes the liquidus concentratio
CL(T).

Assuming that thez terms are negligible~to be verified!
and, although we know that at long timesD becomes unity,
under the condition that the time derivative can be omit
for the sake of a tractable first order approach, Eq.~10! leads
to

]2C~r ,0!/]r 21r 21]C~r ,0!/]r 50. ~13!

The solution of Eq.~13! is

C~r ,0!5A1B ln~r !. ~14!

The boundary conditions are simply given by local eq
librium at the droplet interface@C5CS(T) for r 5R# and the
concentrationCO at a finite distanced from the interface.
This last condition impliesC5CO for r 5R1d, as it was
previously observed in transmission ultraviolet microsco
investigation of melting in thin film of potassium-sodiu
alloys @6#. This approach can be compared to the definit
of limit boundary layers for convection problems. Equati
~14! then becomes

C~r ,0!5CO2@CO2CS~T!#
12 ln~r /R!

ln~11d/R!
. ~15!

Derivation of Eq.~15! gives

]C~r ,0!

]r U
R

5
CO2CS~T!

R ln~11d/R!
. ~16!

Solute conservation at the interface at, and about,z50 is
written as

FIG. 11. Schematic representation of the solute concentra
profile in the solid surrounding a liquid droplet, in and about t
plane of maximum horizontal cross section, whose radius isR. The
characteristic decay lengthd is of the order of the solutal length
smaller than the droplet radius.
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@CL~T!2CS~T!#VR5DS]C~r ,0!/]r uR ~17!

because the solute field in the liquid does not depend on
long as the droplet velocity relative to the liquid-solid inte
face of directional melting is not too fast~see, e.g., Tiller
@23#!. Indeed, the solute field inside the droplet then rema
equal toCS(T)/k2Gz/m that matches with the condition o
local equilibrium at the droplet interface, whatever be
shape. Actually, the horizontal solute gradient in the liquid
any, is the mere consequence of the departure from linea
of the solute field in the droplet. This is the case when
solute balance in the liquid, Eq.~10!, can no longer be re-
duced toDL]2CL /]z250, which may occur after some tim
of the droplet growth if (VP2Vmig)H/DL.1. It is assumed
that, even if this condition is satisfied, Eq.~17! remains a
good approximation.

Introducing Eq.~16! in Eq. ~17!

dR5
DSk@CO2CS~T!#

~12k!CS~T!R ln~11d/R!
dt ~18!

5
DSD

R ln~11d/R!
dt. ~19!

For d!R, Eq. ~19! becomes

dR5
DSk@CO2CS~T!#

~12k!CS~T!d
dt5

DSD

d
dt. ~20!

The numerical integration of Eq.~20! is carried out by
using the following difference equation

R~ tn11!5R~ tn!1DR~ tn!, ~21!

DR~ tn!5
DSk

d~12k! S CO

CS~T!
21DDt, ~22!

with R(t1)5R1 as the first experimental radius measured
t5t1,

CS~ tn11!5CS~ tn!1kGVdDt/m, ~23!

andCS(t11t)5kCO .
The theoretical growth of the droplet diameter is sho

with dashed lines in Fig. 10 for the value ofd that gives the
best fit. The droplet diameter increases faster than the lin
one becauseD is an increasing function of time anddR/dt is
proportional toD @see Eq.~20!#. It is gratifying that an ex-
cellent agreement with experimental data is obtained fo
value ofd such thatd;DS /VR,R as this is consistent with
the boundary layer approach adopted in modeling. In con
distinction with free growth of a solid where, as it is muc
smaller than the solutal lengthDL /VR , the crystal radius
gives the length scale, two characteristic lengths have to
taken into account simultaneously when addressing
growth in melting: the droplet radius, as it is still the sha
parameter, and the solutal length in the solid phase tha
now the shortest length in the problem over which aceton
transported from the bulk solid atCO to feed the lateral
growth of the droplet~Fig. 11!.
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The previous calculations have been performed under
hypothesis that only ther terms in Eq.~10! have to be con-
sidered for the solid phase, in order to get Eq.~13!. This can
now be justified by an order-of-magnitude analysis. As
thermal environment in which the droplet is moving
changing at velocityVd , the order of magnitude of]C/]t
2Vmig]C/]z is VdkG/m, that of DS]2C/]z2 is
DS(kGH/m)/H2, and that of DS]2C/]r 2 is DS@CO
2CS(T)#/d2. Thus,

F]C

]t
2Vmig

]C

]z G Y FDS

]2C

]r 2 G5OS VdkGd2

mDS~CO2CS~T!! D ,

which is always less than 1023 in the range of our measure
ments during the whole droplet motion, from which it fo
lows that ]C/]t2Vmig]C/]z is indeed negligible in Eq.
~10!. The same thing holds forDS]2C/]z2 that is even
smaller as@]C/]t2Vmig]C/]z#/@DS]2C/]r 2#5$VdH/DS%
@1. The orders of magnitude are evaluated at each time
using the instantaneous values ofVd and CS given by Eqs.
~7! and ~23!, respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

By means of sharpin situ and real-time observation dur
ing directional melting of transparent succinonitrile-aceto
alloys in a cylinder, the melting morphologies, namely, liqu
droplets in the bulk, solid, and liquid dendrites due to m
phological instability of the phase boundary, have be
brought to light. Although dendrites were observed a f
times in free melting, no observation of arrayed-dend
growth in directional melting was, to our knowledge, r
ported in the literature. Early melting and specific patte
are associated to grain boundaries. In order to explain
dynamics of the lateral growth of liquid droplets in the co
stitutionally superheated solid, a model based on the f
growth approach is proposed, which possesses two dis
tive features: superheating is time dependent due
o
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directional heating and droplet migration by TGZM, and
boundary layer approach for solute transport in the so
around the droplet, imposed by the fact that solute diffus
is slow in the solid, definitely prevents to describe free me
ing as the direct reversal of free crystal growth.

Further studies of melting phenomena would be m
helpful especially to get complementary information on t
phenomena. First, it would be interesting to carry out exp
ments in the limit of diffusive transport of solute in the liqu
that, for our bulk cylindrical samples, imposes to work in t
absence of gravity at least for preparatory directional sol
fication, so it is already planned to pursue our investigat
on board of the International Space Station as soon a
becomes available. One could also think to thin-film expe
ments but then caution should be taken to avoid artifa
such as parasitic heterogeneous nucleation of droplets a
glass walls. Second, simultaneous observation from the
is desirable, which among other things would give compl
information on the droplet shape. For our experimen
setup, this is presently far beyond the optical resolution
have in observation from the side.

Finally, this study provides critical data that call for ne
efforts to advance theoretical modeling and numerical sim
lation which, in particular, by enabling the resolution of th
full time-dependent equations, would get rid off the limitin
assumptions used in our approach. Thus they timely prov
deeper, if not definitive, understanding of the formation a
the dynamics of the melting morphologies.
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